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Thinking and Teaching in Circles 
Keith Barrs 
Kanda University of International Studies 
 
Introduction 
"Week four into semester one and I give up. I have drawn on all my experience 
and knowledge as an English teacher but I am still unable to get the majority 
of students in my classes to answer questions or contribute to discussions. I ask 
comprehension questions in my reading class, yes-no questions in my freshman 
class and opinion questions in my reading class and they all receive the same 
'tumble-weed-blowing-across-the-front-of-the-class' reaction. I know that some 
of the students have an answer or opinion to give (because it is clear to see on 
their papers), so what is going on? What is making the students so passive and 
reticent? Is it them or is it me?  
 
The above passage contains the 
thoughts and complaints running 
through my head at the end of my 
fourth week of teaching in my first 
year at KUIS. I was really enjoying 
the work and I loved the general 
progression of the lessons, but I was 
hitting a brick wall with my 
attempts at eliciting answers, 
opinions or any real voluntary class 
participation. I have taught in Japan 
before but I have also taught people 
from over thirty different 
nationalities and although I realized 
that the lack of class participation is 
not an exclusively Japanese trait, I 
was really beginning to think that 
particular features of the Japanese 
culture, such as group identity, 
humbleness and deference to the 
teacher, were leading to the 
students in my classes at KUIS 
avoiding classroom involvement.  
 
The Theory 
As a result, I began to conduct some 
research into the issue of classroom 
participation, expecting to find a 
wealth of articles to support my 
opinion that it is the culture of the 
students which is the underlying 

cause of a lack in classroom 
participation. However, in contrast, 
I found that most of the articles 
concluded that it was the 'climate' 
of the classroom which was the 
greater variable (Sidelinger & 
Booth-Butterfield, 2010; Cutler, 
2007; Fassinger, 2000). In this 
context, 'climate' refers to the 
construction and atmosphere of the 
learning environment, and the 
majority of the research concluded 
that a co-constructed (by students 
and teachers) and positive climate 
would help the class to become 
more participatory and less passive 
(Sidelinger & Booth-Butterfield, 
2010). Furthermore the research 
showed that the connectedness of 
the students was more important 
than other variables such as class 
size, and that the teacher should 
take the initiative in constructing a 
classroom where students felt 
connected and supported (Marzano, 
1992).  
 
The fundamental issue at play here 
was that if the climate of the class 
was the more important variable in 
encouraging student in-class  
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involvement, then my attitude 
towards 'responsibility' for the 
passive and uncommunicative 
classroom environment must 
change. Previously I was blaming 
the in-class problems on the culture 
of the students, which was in effect 
was putting the responsibility for 
classroom interaction onto the 
shoulders of the students. From a 
more knowledgeable viewpoint I 
realized that the majority of the 
responsibility lay with me, as the 
teacher, to encourage an 
atmosphere where classroom 
participation was comfortable for 
the students. Maybe then, I 
shouldn't give up on asking questions 
and trying to initiate discussions, 
but rather re-conceptualize the way 
in which I structured the classroom 
environment and interactions. That 
meant that it was necessary to 
implement some immediate 
practical changes in the class. 
 
The Practice 
I decided to reassess the way in 
which I conducted my classes. In the 
first few weeks of the semester I 
had tried the traditional style of 
'teacher at the front initiating the 
questions and discussions approach' 
because I had been teaching with 
this style back in England. There, 
my mixed-nationality classes worked 
well with the majority of students 
taking the initiative and the class 
becoming like a 'think-tank' or a 
discussion group. Shyer or more 
passive students were encouraged 
into the discussions and the classes 
moved along with energy and 
productiveness. But this approach 
failed in my first few lessons at 

KUIS. It wasn't that students had 
nothing to say, but that there 
existed invisible barriers to them 
saying it front of the whole group. 
As a result, beginning with my 
reading group, I turned everything 
circular. 
 
I set up reading circles where 
students worked in groups of four or 
five and had specific roles such as 
summariser and word-master. Each 
group sat around tables in a circle 
and all the groups together formed 
a circle around the room. I sat in 
the middle on my (wheeled) chair 
and moved in and out of the groups 
as needed. Then after each group 
had prepared, they conducted their 
group presentation by each student 
taking their turn to speak in their 
group. The group leader was 
responsible for making sure 
everything went to plan. My job 
here was not to teach but to 
facilitate and this was proving 
instantly more effective than 
standing at the front of the class 
trying to pull out answers and ideas 
from students. In line with 
Sidelinger and Booth-Butterfield's 
suggestion of encouraging in-class 
student connectedness (2010), I 
found that by arranging small groups 
I was helping the students to relax 
and this was allowing them to state 
their opinions and contribute to the 
task at hand. I also found that the 
students were much more willing to 
ask me questions when they were 
part of a small group than in front 
of the whole class.  
 
With my writing group I also turned 
everything circular. In the essay 
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feedback sessions, I had previously 
gone through important points in a 
'linear' fashion where I asked 
students, from my position at the 
front of the class, for their ideas 
regarding corrections or 
improvements that could be made. 
My aim was to generate a group 
discussion but it failed and ended 
up like a lecture, which was not the 
kind of approach I wanted in my 
lessons. I began my 'circular 
approach' by organizing the tables 
and chairs into 6 circular areas 
where each one had worksheets 
related to specific areas of essay 
feedback, such as spelling, 
formatting, referencing and 
structure. The students organized 
themselves into groups and went 
round to each 'station' for about 10 
minutes and worked on that area of 
their essay. One of the stations was 
where they could sit down with me 
and have a small group discussion of 
the strengths and weaknesses of 
their essays. The students appeared 
much more comfortable talking 
about their essay with me in a small 
group than in front of the class.  
My Freshman class went circular 
too. I wanted to generate a 
discussion of the best reading 
material to use for language study 
and had tried it from the traditional 
'ask questions from the front of the 
class approach'. This didn't really 
work and it seemed like I was 
lecturing again (or talking to myself) 
and so in the next lesson I changed 
my approach. I set up 6 circular 
groups and each one took a 
different text type. After twenty 
minutes of filling out a worksheet, 

in groups, on the merits and 
demerits of each resource, one 
group member transferred to the 
group on their left to present their 
material. After two minutes the 
same presenter went to the next 
group and so on until all groups had 
heard about all the reading 
resources. Then we all voted 
together on the best material for 
that class. It worked amazingly 
well. 
 
Conclusion 
Working in circles doesn't only mean 
working in small groups. I have done 
classes where we have all sat 
around the outside of the class and 
used dice to see what the task is; 
rolling a 1 meant introducing your 
book to the person on your left and 
a 2 meant turning to the person on 
your right and asking them five 
questions about their book. I have 
found that these kinds of activities 
have gone a long way to building a 
co-constructed and comfortable 
learning environment for the 
students. This in turn, as supported 
by results in the previous research 
studies mentioned above, has led to 
increased co-operation and 
participation in the class. I have 
also seen that my role in class has 
changed from 'teacher-at-the-front' 
to 'facilitator-in-the-middle', and in 
a learning environment where we 
encourage self-directed learning 
and decision making, this is a much 
more efficient and productive 
position to be in. Going forward, I 
plan to include as many of these 
circular kinds of activities as 
possible in my classes. 
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Google Drafting 
Joe Geluso  
Kanda University of International Studies 
 

As most readers are well aware, a corpus is a collection of words taken 
from spoken transcriptions and/or written text. Sinclair (1991) defines 
concordance as “a collection of the occurrence of a word-form, each in its own 
textual environment” (p. 32). A concordancer, then, allows language learners 
to view natural occurrences of words in formulaic sequences as they occur in a 
corpus. When considering the abundance of formulaic language (e.g., 
collocations, phrasal verbs, idioms, etc.) in everyday speech among native 
speakers of English (Ellis, 2003; Ellis, Simpson-Vlach, & Maynard, 2008), the 
usefulness of corpora and concordancers to English language learners becomes 
readily apparent. In turn, the fields of applied linguistics and second language 
acquisition have enjoyed a significant amount of research in recent years 
examining corpora and concordancers as tools to facilitate second language 
(L2) learning, particularly in the area of writing (Kennedy & Miceli, 2010; Yoon, 
2008; Yoon & Hirvela, 2004).  
 

Most studies on corpora and 
concordancers focus on either the 
use of corpora specific to certain 
institutions, or the use of more 
publicly accessible corpora, such as 
the British National Corpus or the 
Collins COBUILD Corpus (Yoon, 
2008). Recently, however, there has 
been developing interest in using 
the web, or internet, as a corpus 
and concordancer (Wu, Franken, & 
Witten, 2009). Wu et al. (2009) note 
the attractiveness of using the web 
as a corpus due to its sheer size. 
Additionally, the web is readily 
available to students and many are 
already experienced users. To 
utilize the web as a corpus, one 
must use a search engine such as 
AltaVista, Yahoo, or Google. Among 
search engines, Google appears to 
offer the most results for any given 
search, filtering through some 2 
billion terms each search. Some 
research on the use of Google as a 

corpus and concordancer has 
already been done.  

Shei (2008) developed a 
method of using Google to identify 
formulaic sequences in texts on the 
web. Shei discovered that one can 
gauge how tightly bound a formulaic 
sequence is by comparing the 
number of hits Google generates 
each time an additional lexical unit 
is added to a sequence. Shei used 
the example have been found to 
be.... The first search of have 
generated some 3 billion hits; have 
been generated some 1.8 billion; 
have been found some 12 million. 
With each additional word added to 
the phrase, the number of hits falls. 
However, the frequency line, the 
function of the number of words in 
a phrase in relation to the number 
of results generated, remains 
relatively stable. If you were to plot 
out the number of hits on a graph as 
each lexical unit is added to a 
formulaic sequence, the resulting 
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line would have a fairly stable 
decline, that is, no extremely sharp 
drop offs. Shei reasons that as long 
as the frequency line remains 
relatively stable, “the overall 
fragment may be considered 
formulaic” (p. 71). Shei's example 
compared two phrases: have been 
found to be infected, and, have 
been found to be contaminated. 
These phrases generated 15,200 and 
22,400 hits, respectively, compared 
to have been found to be polluted 
which generated only 1,140 hits. 
Following Shei’s reasoning, one 
could deduce that the first two 
phrases are more tightly bound than 
have been found to be polluted. 

Inspired by the works cited 
thus far, this study investigated the 
use of Google as a corpus and 
concordancer to facilitate L2 
writing. Unlike Shei’s study (2008), 
this study examined the use of 
Google as a concordancer in a much 
broader and more general sense. 
Specifically, two questions were 
addressed: 1) Can students identify 
questionable phrases, and 2) if so, 
does using Google as a 
corpus/concordancer result in more 
natural, formulaic language? 
(“Questionable phrases” in this 
study were defined as phrases the 
students suspect may be 
grammatically incorrect. That is, 
phrases a student would ask his or 
her teacher or peers about to verify 
its grammatical correctness.)  

The setting was the author’s 
freshman writing course in the 
Department of International 
Communication at Kanda University 
of International Studies, in Chiba, 
Japan. The class met twice a week, 

once in a classroom equipped with 
computers and once in a class with 
no access to computers. The class 
consisted of 29 students, 27 were 
Japanese and 2 were Chinese. 

The students were instructed 
to search “questionable phrases” in 
Google by identifying sentences in 
their own pieces of writing that 
they thought may be grammatically 
incorrect. After identifying a 
suspect sentence, they were to 
narrow down the exact sequence of 
words they thought made the 
sentence ungrammatical. The 
students then entered this 
sequence, within quotation marks, 
in the search field in Google and 
recorded the number of results 
generated. They then tinkered with 
the word order, preposition, or 
whatever they thought might be 
wrong with the phrase, searched 
again and recorded the number of 
results. The students repeated this 
process 2 to 5 times and used the 
number of results to inform their 
decision on the formulaic sequence 
they wished to use in their 
sentence. Using Google in this 
manner, or “Google Drafting” as I 
have come to call it, was one step 
in the process of editing their works 
of writing. After students finished 
the first draft of a piece of writing, 
they were to use this process on two 
questionable phrases. Students 
recorded the results of their 
searches and handed them in with 
their final written product.  

In students’ initial attempts 
at using Google as a 
corpus/concordancer, a number of 
difficulties were encountered. For 
example, students would 
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consistently forget to use quotation 
marks in their search arguments, or 
they would search synonymous 
phrases which were both 
grammatically correct (e.g., I am 
going to do my homework versus I 
will do my homework), and write 
which ever phrase produced the 
most results at the time of the 
search.  
 After encountering such 
difficulties, we went through a few 
examples as a class on how to use 
Google as a corpus/concordancer 
more effectively. We chose phrases 
from anonymous student essays and 
went through the process of Google 
Drafting together on May 12, 2010. 
Each student had his/her own 
computer, and the teacher’s 
computer screen was projected 
onto the whiteboard at the front of 
the class. One of the sentences we 
investigated was the following: I 
want to work with other country 
people. I asked the class to identify 
which part of the sentence they 
thought was most likely to be the 
problem. Nearly all of them 
identified other country people. We 
entered, “other country people” 
into Google and performed a 
search: 390,000 results were 
generated. I asked the students to 
think of a way to change the phrase 
that they thought might improve it. 
A student offered countries in place 
of country. We made the change 
and searched “other countries 
people” and 745,000 results were 

generated. Another student 
suggested another countries people, 
so we searched it and got 50,000 
results—we went back to other 
countries people. Finally, I 
suggested that we cut the word 
people and paste it to the front of 
the phrase. Once we did this, 
Google automatically generated 
people from other countries as a 
possible search argument. We 
searched it, and 2,680,000 results 
were generated. The students were 
happy with this result and our new 
sentence was: I want to work with 
people from other countries.  

Since the May 12th training 
session, the students have 
completed 3 sessions of Google 
drafting. Most students have used 
this process on at least one phrase 
per piece of writing, and many on 
two or more phrases. I have 
reviewed each sentence in the 
students’ writing that has been 
informed by this process, comparing 
the initial sentence with the 
resultant sentence in an attempt to 
answer the second research 
question (i.e., Does using Google as 
a corpus/concordancer result in 
more natural, formulaic language?). 
I placed the resultant sentences in 
one of three categories based on 
their grammaticality and/or 
naturalness in relation to the 
original sentence: 1) improved, 2) 
lessened, 3) no change. The findings 
are outlined in the tables below. 

 
Table 1 
Grammaticality of Sentences after Using Google for the May 12th Assignment  
Total number of sentences Improved Lessened No change 

43 28 (65%) 6  (14%) 9  (21%) 
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Table 2 
Grammaticality of Sentences after Using Google for the May 28th Assignment 
Total number of sentences Improved Lessened No change 

30 16 (53%) 3 (10%) 11 (37%) 
 
 
Table 3 
Grammaticality of Sentences after Using Google for the June 2nd Assignment 
Total number of sentences Improved Lessened No change 

34 23 (68%) 3 (9%) 8 (23%) 
 
 

It can be seen from the tables that even in this preliminary stage, the 
majority of students’ sentences improved by using this process. At this stage 
the students have only been instructed to use the number of hits generated by 
Google to inform their choice of phrase. It is hypothesized that in the coming 
weeks and months, as the students become more proficient at identifying and 
entering questionable phrases into the search engine and begin to read the 
actual text of the results that Google is generating, they will become more 
aware of context and the rate of improvement will increase even more.  
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Extensive Reading and Reading Circles for EFL Students 
John Eidswick  johneidswick@hotmail.com 
Max Praver   maxpraver@mac.com 
Greg Rouault  synectix@hotmail.com 

Kwansei Gakuin University 
 
As part of a multiphased research project looking at interest and its 
relationship with reading and learning, this paper highlights the introduction of 
Reading Circles as collaborative learning tasks in the classroom for an extensive 
reading project. 
 
Introduction 
During the Spring 2009 semester, 
students of Intermediate English 
classes at the Language Center of 
Kwansei Gakuin University (KGU, 
Uegahara campus) experienced 
extensive reading (ER) as a 
foundation for multiple-role group 
discussion activities. As part of an 
ongoing research project 
investigating levels of student 
interest and attitudes toward ER 
and Reading Circles, we had 
students read and discuss pre-
selected graded readers believed to 
provide a range of qualities of 
interest. According to Interest 
Theory (Hidi & Renninger, 2006), 
situational interest refers to 
interest sparked by certain qualities 
of situations, activities, and texts. 
Drawing on information in the 
literature on situational interest in 
reading (e.g., Brantmeier, 2006), 
graded reader titles were chosen 
not only across genres but as ones 
that seemed likely to trigger a range 
of interest because they could be 
perceived as exciting, mysterious, 
romantic, heartwarming, strange, 
unpredictable, funny, scary, and 
easy to comprehend (Eidswick, 
Praver, & Rouault, in press). 
 
Students 

The Intermediate English courses at 
the KGU Language Center are 
intensive, allowing students who 
successfully complete the classes to 
fulfill their English requirements at 
an accelerated rate over only two 
semesters. Admission to the classes 
is competitive, determined by top 
scores on the Test of English as a 
Foreign Language (TOEFL ITP). 
Scores for the Intermediate course 
students generally fall within the 
range of 430-525 and each class is 
made up of 20-25 non-English 
majors.  
 
Graded Readers 
During the 2009 semester, an 
extensive reading project worth 15% 
of the final grade was incorporated 
into the syllabuses of four of the 15 
intermediate classes of the 
Language Center. Development of 
the project was motivated in part 
by the intention of exhibiting its 
pedagogical value and thereby 
fortifying administrative support for 
ER and enabling its future expansion 
into other classes. Before assigning 
the reading project, we selected a 
set of books (see Table 1). As we 
wanted students to experience a 
wide range of book themes and 
styles, we chose six titles from 
various genres, ranging from 
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adventure to romance to mystery. 
Previous experiences with graded 
readers in intermediate classes at 
KGU (see Rouault, 2009) led us to 
choose from Level 2 and Level 3 
books. 

 
Table 1. Titles, levels, and 

headwords of assigned graded 
readers 
Title  Publisher, Level, 

Headwords 
Anne of Green 
Gables 

Oxford 2 - 700 
headwords 

The Children of 
the New Forest 

Oxford 2 – 700 
headwords 

The Murders in 
the Rue Morgue 

Oxford 2 – 700 
headwords 

Notting Hill Penguin 3 – 1200 
headwords 

Pirates of the 
Caribbean: The 
Curse of the 
Black Pearl 

Penguin 2 – 600 
headwords 

The Year of 
Sharing 

Oxford 2 – 700 
headwords 

 
Extensive Reading 
Using the rules of thumb for reading 
rate in ER from Waring & Takahashi 
(2000) and studies on vocabulary 
coverage for comprehension from 
Nation (2001), the idea of reading 
one book at these levels every 2 
weeks (six English books in 12 
weeks) seemed reasonable. To 
encourage students, we explained 
that the reading project with level-
appropriate graded readers could be 
completed by reading only 10 
minutes each day, or about an hour 
a week. In each class, the six titles 
were distributed randomly to form 
six groups of approximately four 
students, with each member of a 

group reading the same book. At the 
end of each 2-week out-of-class 
reading cycle, group discussions 
called Reading Circles were held.  
 
Reading Circles  
A Reading Circle is an activity 
wherein individual students have a 
specific role and are responsible for 
reading, writing, and speaking tasks 
connected with that role in relation 
to the text they are assigned to 
read. Students representing each of 
the roles are brought together in a 
group discussion activity during 
which they cooperate to construct a 
more complete understanding of 
their assigned text, and share their 
responses to it. As such, a Reading 
Circle combines qualities of task-
based learning (see Willis, 1996) and 
cooperative learning (see Jacobs, 
Power, & Loh, 2002; Johnson & 
Johnson, 1994). Using Reading 
Circles for output, with the 
comprehensible input offered by ER, 
also capitalizes on negotiation of 
meaning and interdependent 
cooperation, techniques and 
activities that have been 
established as beneficial for both 
motivation and learning. 
 
Reading Circle Roles 
Upon completing the reading and 
the role worksheets for homework, 
students gathered for a Reading 
Circle. In a typical Reading Circle, a 
Discussion Leader provides 
questions for the group and 
manages the discussion the 
questions inspire. An Illustrator 
draws a picture based on a 
particular scene in the text, 
describes the reasons for choosing 
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this scene and manner of rendition, 
and engages others with questions 
on the drawing and imagery. A 
Connector describes and encourages 
discussion of connections between 
themes in the text and real life 
situations. A Character Sketcher 
provides and invites comments to 
examine what can be learned about 
certain characters through specific 
passages in the text. A Word Wizard 
presents new or interesting 
vocabulary from the text. In our 
Reading Circles, the Discussion 
Leader and Word Wizard roles were 
combined to balance the task 
preparation time. For a complete 
description of Reading Circles see 
Furr (2004, 2007). Most worksheets 
used in this study were adapted 
from Drummond (2009) with 
guidelines for discussion instructions 
drawn from Daniels and Steineke 
(2004). The Connector was adapted 
from www.abcteach.com (n.d.). 
 
Students wrapped up the group task 
with peer- and self-evaluations. The 
evaluations provided scores for each 
person on discussion leadership for 
their role, and served as a means of 
encouraging participation and 
successful completion of the role 
tasks. 
 

Conclusion 
Researchers on ER promote graded 
readers as an excellent way to 
improve English language levels, 
build reading skills, and enhance 
student motivation (Day & Bamford, 
1998; Grabe & Stoller, 2002; Nation, 
1997; Waring, 2001, 2009). What is 
seldom if ever taken into account is 
whether students’ perceptions of 
how interesting or boring a book is 
play a role in students’ attitudes 
toward ER and activities related to 
it (see Brantmeier, 2006; Eidswick, 
Rouault, & Praver, 2010). To 
address this gap in classroom 
practice, students in our ER 
program have been participating in 
several research projects related to 
interest and its relationship with 
reading and learning. Results have 
suggested that predictability may 
both enable and undermine 
interest, and hinted too that the 
ease of understanding occasioned by 
text simplification, such as available 
in many graded readers, might 
increase interest (Eidswick, Praver, 
& Rouault, in press). In future 
papers, we will report on further 
empirical and qualitative 
explorations into interest as well as 
Reading Circle enjoyment, self-
efficacy in reading, and peer 
evaluations. 
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The Experiences of Two Kanda Students in the UK 
Thomas Lockley  
Kanda University of International Studies 
 
Kanda students regularly travel abroad, on holiday, to study, for cultural visits, 
to volunteer and to work. Do we take any of this in to account when making 
our lessons? Are we using this invaluable resource to teach and plan our 
lessons? This article delves a little in to the experiences of two Kanda students 
who volunteered in two UK secondary schools, documents their observations, 
their questions and how these voyages of discovery have changed their outlook 
on life and their plans for the future. 
 
The data was collected through non 
structured interviews with 2 third 
year students. Although it focused 
on their travels it also touched on 
their life experiences up to the date 
of their travel experiences, 
especially on their school life and 
how it compared with their lives in 
Britain. Each interview lasted from 
between 50 to 90 minutes. They 
both had questions of their own 
which arose from the interview so 
that the final part almost became a 
discussion of social and cultural 
issues. 
   
It is fascinating to note what was 
observed. Student 1 who stayed in a 
small English village (in 
Gloucestershire) and volunteered 
for 2 months in a mid ranking British 
state high school didn’t initially 
notice many social issues. When she 
visited London however she 
commented on its impersonal 
nature, messiness and fast paced 
life. She much preferred the village 
and was charmed by her host family 
and how they welcomed her 
treating her ‘kindly like a guest’. 
Though she would have liked to 
have been able to fit in to their 

daily lives as a member of the 
family rather than a visitor. 
 
Student 2 who spent two months in 
a very multicultural London school 
was perhaps more able to observe 
differences and deeper social 
issues. At first the presence of 
people, shops and other influences 
from many cultures in the streets 
near her home-stay caused alarm, 
but as she got involved in school 
life, she felt more relaxed and it 
changed her view of people of 
middle-eastern and African 
appearance. Perhaps quite naturally 
for a Japanese person who does not 
have particularly religious feelings, 
the Muslim dedication to their faith, 
observed in school, surprised her 
greatly. When asked by students 
about her own beliefs she was 
forced to think deeply about what a 
Japanese approach to religion was, 
‘they asked me what religion I was, 
I didn’t know how to answer’. 
 
Student 2 also got to know the 
European language assistants quite 
well. After the interview was over, 
she started to ask all sort of 
questions about immigration and 
integration and the discussion lasted 
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for a good 40 minutes. She is now 
using this experience in one of her 
(non ELI) electives and is reading 
Sarfraz Manzoor’s book ‘Welcome to 
Bury Park’ about a second 
generation immigrant’s experience.  
 
As to the school culture, she was 
surprised by dyed hair and loud 
accessories, but also by the 
strictness of British uniform and the 
fear which students had for their 
teachers. It is said that Japanese 
schools have probably traditionally 
concentrated less on behavior 
management and more on building 
cooperative relationships between 
staff and pupils. The classes, she 
felt, had similar dynamics to 
Japanese equivalents, with students 
aiding each other and supporting 
others’ learning, but she said that 
British students were more inclined 
to mess around.  
 
Student 1 had a different 
experience, and felt that the 
teachers were too friendly; although 
she thought a positive outcome of 
this was that students were more 
likely to ask questions in class, she 
commented that the pace of the 
lessons ‘was very slow and need to 
be speeded up’. 
 
Interestingly, and perhaps a 
measure of the changing times and 
growing internationalization of 
Japan, Student 1 had expected the 
standard of Japanese in the UK 
classes to be much higher and was 
disappointed that the younger 
students had communication 
difficulties. When I pointed out that 
most Japanese people believe that 

foreign people cannot speak 
Japanese she explained she had lots 
of experience of speaking in 
Japanese with foreign students at 
high school and here in Kanda and 
had always found their level to be 
high. Student 2 was left with a 
lasting impression when she was 
trying to apply for a library card and 
was addressed by the librarian in 
Japanese, ‘I was so surprised, I 
didn’t ever think I would be talked 
to in Japanese outside the school’. 
 
It appeared he was taking evening 
classes at the same school where 
she was volunteering. In school she 
was impressed with the level of the 
students’ Japanese, but felt that 
while British students were stronger 
in speaking, Japanese students were 
stronger in writing. 
 
Both students were impressed with 
the use of technology in class, in 
particular of Interactive 
Whiteboards (電子黒板), which have 
become the norm in UK classrooms 
over the last decade. Student 2 was 
astonished that her Post-16 students 
watched Japanese dramas and read 
manga online in their own time, 
‘this was why most of them had 
initially decided to study Japanese’ 
she said. 
 
Another surprising thing for both 
students was the standard of home 
cooked food, though they both 
found restaurant food of 
questionable quality and over 
expensive. On going to an Italian 
restaurant on the first night, 
Student 2 almost got straight back 
on the plane to Narita. ‘I tasted it 
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and it had no taste, I put salt on it 
and it was still horrible. I thought 
how can I live like this for two 
months, I should just go home’. 
 
Amusingly Student 1 went with 
some Japanese exchange students 
to Oxford for a day trip and 
although they had a JTB tour guide 
with them, the British guide gave up 
on him and our student ended up 
interpreting for 90 minutes on a 
sightseeing tour. It was extremely 
difficult for her, but a challenge 
that she rose to and managed to 
carry out well. I see this as an 
impressive manifestation and 
vindication for the work we are 
doing here at Kanda. 
 
Both students felt that the 
experience widened their horizons 
and gave them a view of the world 
that they could not otherwise have 

got. They want to go back to the UK 
and Student 1 now wants to do 
teacher training in the UK. Student 
2 would like to teach Japanese 
abroad in other countries. I find 
these experiences fascinating and as 
more and more of our students go 
on volunteer projects, study abroad 
courses and backpacking, shouldn’t 
we try and use these as examples in 
class or at least taking in to account 
extended knowledge of our more 
senior students? This increasing 
international experience can only 
be a positive thing for a university 
such as ours. 
 
 
I would like to delve a bit deeper in 
to this subject, so if any teachers 
feel that they know a student whose 
story of travels could contribute to 
this project, please email me.  
thomas-l@kanda.kuis.ac.jp. 
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The 619 Paradigm Shift 
in Japanese University Admission Processes 
Tim Murphey, Koko Kato, & Tetsuya Fukuda 
 
On April 1, 2010, the National Center for University Entrance Examinations 
(NCUEE –大学入試センター, DNC) created a special unit to investigate the 
admission procedures of universities in Japan. The unit is called the 
Organization of the Study for College Admissions (入学者選抜研究機構). The 
small unit of just a dozen people, along with the Asahi Shimbun, organized a 
symposium on June 19th at Tokyo Big Sight from 13:00 to 17:30 with five 
distinguished speakers: Amy Schmidt (ETS General Manager for the College 
Board, SAT, GRE, etc.) Teiichi Sato (International University of Health and 
Welfare), Ikuo Amano (Tokyo University), Katsuhiro Arai (NCUEE), and the 
master of ceremony and panel member was Yoshiro Tanaka (J.F. Oberlin 
University). The symposium was called 
これからの大学入学者選抜の意味を問い直す (Re-questioning the Meaning of 
University Admission). All speakers spoke eloquently and often bravely 
criticized the status quo of admission procedures in Japan and suggested 
changes.  
 
Amy Schmidt presented a short 
history of the testing profession in 
the US and how it changed and 
developed over time. One 
fascinating shift back and forth 
throughout the last century was the 
focus at times on achievement and 
at certain times on aptitude. While 
achievement is more about testing a 
set curriculum that has been taught, 
aptitude is more about looking at 
students’ potential by measuring 
their reasoning skills and critical 
reading.   
 
She also noted how the College 
Board started in 1900 as a non-
governmental and non-profit group 
of concerned educators about 
coordinating entrance admissions to 
universities. They in turn created 
ETS (Educational Testing Service) in 
1940 to create standardized tests. 
Today ETS has over 3000 employees, 

and together with Prometric 
organizes standardized testing 
worldwide for tests like TOEIC and 
TOEFL, and in the US mainly SAT 
and GRE.  
 
Schmidt also showed data that the 
number one criteria for entrance 
into universities in the US are not 
exams but students enrollment in 
college preparatory classes in high 
school, called advanced placement 
(AP) classes. Second is the strength 
of the high school curriculum that 
students follow, as seen on their 
transcripts. And only third is 
admission test scores. What she did 
not highlight was that there are 
specialists in US university 
admissions offices who are 
professionally trained in evaluating 
all these criteria. In Japan, such 
staff do not exist, and professors 
are expected to know how to 
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evaluate these things when in fact 
they do not. This leads usually to an 
overemphasis on test scores and 
ignoring all the other paper work 
that students and high school 
teachers send to universities. 
Amano concurred that many 
Japanese universities are peculiar in 
their admission policies and, unlike 
in other countries, rely heavily on 
the entrance examination, rather 
than high school records or extra-
curricular activities like sports, and 
other achievements. We have seen 
many people unfamiliar with our 
system surprised to find that 
admission is often only based on the 
multiple choice test results, without 
regard to other factors. And most 
Japanese high school students seem 
to have no complaints, because, 
they say, the system is “fair” (later, 
however, Arai pointed out that 
about half of current university 
students do not take the traditional 
type of entrance examination. They 
get into university through a special 
kind of test usually not based on 
subjects called AO nyushi, or a 
recommendation by high school 
called suisen). 
 
Professor Sato talked mostly about 
the variety of university admission 
procedures among OECD countries 
in Europe and how they allowed 
many students to go to universities, 
but that many left university 
because of the hard work it 
entailed. He also stressed how 
Japanese universities have been 
over-dependent on exam scores, 
suggesting that they might forego 
making their own entrance exams in 
the future, and just use the center 

test combined with qualitative 
portfolios from applicants and an 
interview.  
 
Sato pointed out that the rate of 
high school students going to 
university in Japan is relatively low 
(54%) compared with those in other 
OECD countries. Although he 
expects this figure to rise in the 
future, there are other factors to be 
considered. Unlike European 
countries, where most universities 
are public, the majority of Japanese 
university students attend private 
universities. Thus, due to costs, not 
all the young people can afford to 
go on to university. Even in the US, 
about 70% of university students go 
to public universities, which cost 
less. The cost is one of the major 
concerns people have when thinking 
of going to college or sending their 
children to college. 
 
Professor Amano, a pedagogy 
specialist from Tokyo University, 
was probably the most vocal in 
criticizing the bad effects of 
entrance exams and proposing that 
we need to bridge the gap from HS 
education to university education 
with more connectivity and have 
more of a process of admissions 
than simply an exam. He mentioned 
that we might even encourage 
companies to stop hiring from 
simply one or two school as this 
makes parents and students 
fanatical toward certain schools, 
and that the use of the out-dated 
ole boys network was harmful to 
education.  
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Professor Arai reiterated several 
things that Amano said, emphasizing 
that we need to learn from past 
tests and also make our present 
university system more flexible. 
Guaranteeing mobility and diversity 
was what he hoped universities 
would offer in the future. Students 
in the west find it easy to study 
abroad and to transfer from one 
university to another. They also 
often have a very diverse student 
body. Arai said this mobility to 
change from one university to 
another easily and to enjoy more 
diversity are lacking in Japan. He 
also noted that this change could 
not just come from the top, but 
that stakeholders needed to claim 
ownership of their educational 
system and be more active in 
demanding changes.  
 
The final panel discussion was 
animated by the Asahi Shimbun’s 
Kojiro Yamagami. Schmidt answered 
a few questions in the panel 
discussion asserting humbly that the 
US system was far from perfect and 
was often criticized. This criticism 
is healthy in that it promotes 
professional investigation and 
research to validate what they do 
and responses to user concerns. She 
also suggested that Japan start its 
own College Board to standardize 
university entrance. Amano noted 
that ETS’s 3000 employees showed 
how professionally the US 
approached the task of educational 
testing when compared to the dozen 
staff in their unit (or even the 
meager 99 full time workers in the 
NCUEE/DNC). He also articulated 
how the decision-making body of 

admissions policies under the 
government has so far been running 
an “opinion-race” rather than 
evidence-based discussion. He said, 
“The US has the most advanced 
educational testing and we have a 
lot to learn from them.”  
 
Amano said there are very few 
researchers who specialize in 
educational testing in Japan. Thus, 
we don’t have enough data. He 
suggested that we should start to do 
research in the first place. In our 
opinion, the institutions that have 
the largest amount of data on 
entrance exams at present are the 
jukus. Researchers interested in 
analyzing entrance examinations 
and teachers interested in 
improving education in Japan may 
want to cooperate with these 
schools. We know for a fact that 
several juku chains not only analyze 
entrance examinations and provide 
practice tests called moshi, but 
they have also been making real 
entrance examinations for a number 
of universities. They have a lot of 
resources that we may be able to 
share.  
 
All three of the writers of this 
review were surprised at the 
symposium, while still wondering 
what exactly was the tipping point 
that got the NCUEE to create such a 
unit. Changing universities’ 
entrance exam habits into 
educational processes that better 
link high schools with universities 
and provide more mobility and 
diversity for students are all 
positive developments that we think 
will improve the educational 
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environment in the future. Perhaps 
June 19 will go down as an 
important date in the development 
of Japanese education – the day five 

top researchers asked for a 
paradigm shift in university 
admissions – let it be known as the 
619 paradigm shift.  

 
<Useful Links> 
Re-questioning the Meaning of University Admission, 
これからの大学入学者選抜の意味を問い直す (Japanese only, presenters’ bios 
available) 
http://www.asahi.com/edu/sympo2010/ 
 
National Center for University Entrance Examination, 大学入試センター (Japanese 
only)  http://www.dnc.ac.jp/ 
 
Organization of the Study for College Admissions, 入学者選抜研究機構 
(Japanese only)  
http://www.dnc.ac.jp/modules/research/content0011.html 
 
Asahi Shimbun, 朝日新聞 (English available)  
http://www.asahi.com/ 
 
ETS (Educational Testing Service) 
http://www.ets.org/ 
 
Asahi Shimbun coverage of the symposium July 5, 2010 
http://www.asahi.com/edu/sympo2010/     
 
Thanks to Joe Fallot and Gary Ockey and the PeerSpectives readers for 
comments on earlier drafts. 
 
 
The Efficiency Column 
 
Do you have suggestions for improving the way we work, teach, or learn? Do 
you just like to rant? Do you sometimes feel a bit overloaded? Write for the 
Efficiency Column! Help us all be more efficient.  
 
Disclaimer: Each author’s content and ranting is her or his own and not 
necessarily that of PeerSpectives, KUIS, their relatives, those from the same 
country or office, or this planet. 
 
As Wayne Gretzky said, "100 % of the shots you don't take don't go in."  
 
Asking may be a moment’s embarrassment, not asking may be a lifelong regret. 
聞くは一時の恥、聞かぬは一生の恥。 
Kiku wa itoki no haji, Kikanu wa issho no haji 
Go ahead. Give it a shot! 
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Student Teaching 
Experience: Learning Out 
of the Classroom 
Tomoko Takayama 
 
I chose my grandmother to teach. I 
taught her the song “5 ways to 
happiness”. The reason why I chose 
the song is I like the song the best. 
My grandmother is 70 years old. I 
thought that she could memorize 
the song easily, because she could 
use gestures. She can speak 
Japanese only, so I taught her the 
song in Japanese. She likes to sing 
songs. When I was young, she often 
sang me a lot of songs, so I chose 
my grandmother to teach. 

At first, I taught her on 
June 2 at 7 pm for 40 minutes. 
First, I sang to her alone and she 
only listened to me. I wanted to sing 
with her, but it was too difficult, 
because she could not memorize all 
of the song. Then I wrote the words 
of the song for her. We sang while 
looking the words. Next, I taught 
the gestures of the song. I sang to 
her while showing the gestures. We 
sang the song over 10 times. Finally, 
she could sing alone. She enjoyed 
memorizing the song, but it was 
hard for her to remember the 
melody of the song. She said to me 
“It is a little difficult.” She often 
made mistakes of the order of the 
gestures. When she was at a loss for 
the words, I showed the gesture to 
help. After I taught the song, she 
sang the melody. I thought that the 
song was a “din” in her head. She 
said to me “Your homework is 
interesting.” I said “I will test 
whether you can remember the song 

tomorrow.” She said, “I will 
practice a lot.” We sang in her 
room, so my grandfather was 
interested in it, too. 

Next day, I went to her 
room at 8 pm. When I entered her 
room, she said, “I can sing already.” 
She could sing completely, so we 
sang together joyfully. Next day, I 
sang with her in the morning and 
evening. She really enjoyed it. She 
said, “I am always singing the song 
softly.” 

I really enjoyed teaching. 
First, it was hard for me to sing the 
song in Japanese, because we 
always sing it in English.  

There is a recreation 
facility for elderly people near my 
house. She said that a lot of elderly 
people sing there. They like Karaoke 
so much. I thought that singing is so 
important. We talked a lot about 
singing. Perhaps, she already knew 
that affirmation songs make us 
happy before I taught it to her. I 
learned a lot from her. This 
homework was very useful for me. 
*********************************** 
The above story is excerpted from 
the following class publication. 
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Yann Martel  
Sending Books to 
Canadian Prime Minister  
 

Canadian author of The 
Life of Pi (2002) and Beatrice and 
Virgil (2010). From an interview 
with Stephan Moss, for the 
Guardian, UK. Tuesday 22 June 
2010).  

 
“For the last three years 

Martel has been sending fortnightly 
letters and books to the Canadian 
prime minister Stephen Harper – an 
attempt to educate him in the ways 
of great literature. Martel was 
prompted to act as a literary 
godfather when Harper cited the 
Guinness Book of Records as his 
favourite book, and by his failure to 
recognize the importance of the 
arts generally.  

 
Martel says in the interview 

that “I’m doing it to point out that 
literature’s not just 
entertainment…It is an essential 
tool to look at the human condition. 
I don’t care if fellow citizens read 
or not; it’s not up to me to say how 
people should live their lives. But I 
believe people who lead should 
read.”  When talking of Harper, 
Martel says “He lacks empathy 
because he hasn’t read literature. If 
literature does one thing, it make 
you more empathetic by making you 
live other lives and feel the pain of 
others. Ideologues don’t feel the 
pain of others because they haven’t 
imaginatively got under their skins.” 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/books/
2010/jun/22/yann-martel-life-of-pi-
holocaust?CMP=twt_gu 
 
Speaking of Empathy 
A must see for teachers for 10 
minutes about Mirror Neurons 
 
See Ramachandran TED.com (Just 
google “mirror neurons”) 
 
Where anthropology meets 
neuroscience and empathy! 
 
Assessing Student’s Affect 
 
That’s the title of chapter 9 in 
James Popham’s Everything School 
Leaders Need to Know About 
Assessment (Corwin [Sage], 2010).  
 
In the chapter he asks, “But why 
you might ask, should educators 
even care about students’ affect? 
After all, aren’t today’s 
expectations of educators wrapped 
more tightly around cognition than 
affect? …Who really cares about 
students’ attitudes, interests, or 
values? Those are good questions, 
and the answers to them all hinge 
on one powerful reality. It is a 
reality represented graphically in 
Figure 9.1.”  
 
Figure 9.1 Why Students Affect Is So 
Important [prettier in the book] 
 
Current Affective Status 

is predictive of 
Future Behavior 
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No Grading, More Learning  
 
Commented on: TOMORROW'S PROFESSOR(sm) eMAIL NEWSLETTER 
When Duke University's Cathy Davidson announced her grading plan 
[http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2009/08/03/grading] for a seminar she 
would be offering this semester, she attracted attention nationwide. Some 
professors cheered, others tut-tutted, and others asked "Can she do that?" 
 
Her plan? Turn over grading to the students in the course, and get out of the 
grading business herself. Now that the course is finished, Davidson is giving an 
A+ to the concept. "It was spectacular, far exceeding my expectations," she 
said. "It would take a lot to get me back to a conventional form of grading ever 
again." 
 

The Link Between Teaching and Research –Does it Exist? 
From:  Tomorrows-Professor email-NEWSLETTER 
TP Msg. #1037  
  
If university administrators were being honest, they would state that they need 
massive amounts of external research funding to function, and while teaching 
also matters, the main determinant of a faculty member's value to them is 
scholarly achievement. No administrator would dare say that publicly, though, 
since to many stakeholders-parents, potential and current students, alumni, 
donors, and legislatures-education is more important than research. The 
chancellor of a university that proclaimed teaching to be of secondary 
importance would have to face some hard and unwelcome questions. 
 
Reference 
Prince, M.J., Felder, R.M., & Brent, R. (2007). Does faculty research improve 
undergraduate teaching? An analysis of existing and potential synergies. Journal 
of Engineering Education, 96(4), 283-294. 
<http://www.ncsu.edu/felder-public/Papers/Teaching-Research(JEE).pdf >. 
 
NOTE: Anyone can SUBSCRIBE to the Tomorrows-Professor Mailing List by going 
to: https://mailman.stanford.edu/mailman/listinfo/tomorrows-professor 

Have a great summer! 

 


